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EXT. UK GARDEN SHED/RECYCLE WAREHOUSE/ROAD IN AFRICA - DAY

The screen is split: 50% UK garden, 50% road in Africa. UK 
GARDEN: A BRITISH MAN (late 20s) takes out an old bicycle 
from a shed. AFRICA: An AFRICAN WOMAN (late 20s) walks with 
heavy buckets of water - exhausted.

(V.O.)
In parts of Africa the average time 
spent walking is 4 hours each day, 
just to complete everyday tasks and 
collect necessities. Meanwhile, in 
the UK millions of bicycles are 
left unwanted and unused. 

A third space is suddenly created in the middle of the UK and 
AFRICA; A RECYCLE WAREHOUSE with a MALE VOLUNTEER (late 20s). 
The screen is now split into 40% UK garden/20% RECYCLE 
warehouse/40% road in Africa. Triptych. 

The UK man gains the RECYCLE volunteer's attention and passes 
through the split with his bicycle, pushing the screen to 60% 
warehouse/40% Africa. The volunteer is completely thrilled. 

The VOLUNTEER then turns towards Africa and gains the woman’s 
attention - he passes the bicycle through to her. She is even 
more thrilled. She places her water in a basket on the front 
of the bike and begins to ride. As she goes, the split pushes 
the warehouse backwards, making Africa 70% of the screen. 

Happily riding, she abruptly hits a stone in the road and one 
of the tyres gets a puncher. Coming to a halt, she is unsure 
of what to do. Without any tools, she is hopeless.   

(V.O.)
Whilst a bicycle is a cheap and 
sustainable mode of transport in 
Africa, it can only stay that way 
if there are skilled mechanics with 
the necessary tools to fix them.

This catches the attention of the volunteer - he happily 
grabs a tool box and head towards the split. As he passes 
through it, the screen is pushed into 100% Africa. The pair 
then open the tool box and kneel next to the bike together - 
the volunteer teaches her how to fix the bicycle. Once it has 
been repaired, they stand and the tool box is handed over.      

(V.O.)
Please help us at RECYCLE to send 
more bicycles, establish more 
warehouses, train more mechanics 
and work to overcome the challenges 
of distance in Africa. 


